
the periodrangingFom 
LAP1V! holds then intercept should 

the excess returns Oil the 
and effective, portfolios have been 

ofthis paper might help investors 
informed decisions. 

A STUDY OF CAPM TESTING IN INDIAN CONTEXT 

* 
** 

In this paper, it is whether A10del (CAP}"1) 
holds for Indian stock markets or not the excess return-beta 

2010 to iHarch 2015 for Indian 
to zero and the slope 
To make results more 

011 the basis of betas 
time-series regression. This CAPM does not 

medium and low 
in 

risk port/olio, whereas excess return

returns, Beta 

~aIJH'''l market is one important barometers to assess the financial 
an economy. An industry's and commerce are analysed 

returns. The area of and its 
helps in 

and ultimately in investment decisions wisely. 
Risk can be as an uncertainty ofactual return from expected 
return. If an investor takes high risk than return also get 

model is Capital 
Sharpe (1 
et al 

1. Securities or assets are infinitely divisible. 
2. costs and there are no taxes. 
3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

t'V'''''f'tl''r\ values and 

agganvalanshika24(~gmad,com 
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7, investors are and want u,""uuAH""".,uoftheirwealth. 
8. An Investors PV1,,"rt!>tl are homogenous, 
9. Assets are marketable. 

of the above a"~'UIJl!I-",!U!l'" 
Bodie, et a1 in security 

markets will prevail this hypothetical world of securities investors 
briefly as investors a portfolio of risky assets which are 
representing the Market (M). This market portfolio is on the 
efficient frontier, and it is also a portfolio to the optimal capital 
allocation line, for each and every investor, ultimately market line 

from risk free rate through the market portfolio also the best 
att,amablle capital allocation line, all holds M as their optimal risky 
portfolio, differing in terms in this versus amount 
invested in risk-free asset" 

,.""'UU,,,,"uon market portfolio is calculated as: 

Where, 

E(1','>1) - Tf= Market risk Premium 

7i = risk free rate 

A Investor's average of risk aversion 

risk as Portfolio M is an optimal norttnl,() 

The risk premium on individual assets will be proportional to the risk premium on the market 

portfolio, !vi and the beta coefficient of the security relative to the market portfolio, that is, 

CAPM eXlleclted return- beta rellati(msillip for any asset i and the market ",."eU".ii" is: 

2. REVIEW 

As has been an for many 
researchers as well as for academicians, it is to time 
since 1 of the fIrst testing was Lintner and 
reproduced (1 "they tested CAPM validity for 1963 
period and their results were not as their mt,ercePt of 
stocks return over risk was pOSitIve significant, 
their results also had positive and significant residual risk. 
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Scholes (1972), showed "some i>CU""''''-'(U IJllVll'vllli> 

securities' returns in testing 
and Douglas (1968), as 

that's the reason fur "'''C1U\.Hn.• u 

time periods from, 
time period. 

positive, for a 
and tested it for 

relationship holds well for 

Roll (1977) concluded that "the not 'HY'pnrpri 

until the portfolio used as a 
deviations from efficiency relationship 

risk and 
can 

H • ...,UH.'I'-'I" •• Even very 

" 

of the CAPM developed by 
an empirical success. In 

"PY-,,"',n ofthe which can 

size, various 
\."'filalUH1LVU of average returns 

enough to invalidate most 
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3. 

To examine '''''''''''~r 
return 

2. To test the 

3. To 
not. 

whether stock are 

DATAAND METHODOLOGY 

4.1 DATA 

rate 

returns or 
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+ ... 1 

Observed return on a 


::;: Intercept 


f3i= Systematic or ,:,eJIlSIU return to return. 

tenus 
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= Pia~ 
Here, at can be dropped from the covariance terms becauseai is a constant 
and has zero covanance variables. So, from the above 
equation: 

COV (Ri,RM )Pi =---;:---'-

With the help of above formulae, Index model beta coefficient turns out to 
be the same coefficient of the CAPM model, only difference is 
theoretical market portfolio ofthe CAPM is replaced to a well-specified and 
observable market index. 

return- beta "'..,3..." for any asset i and the 
market n""..U.,Un is: 

...2 

Where, 

ECrt) ='-'A'-''''"'''~'-' 1. 

return. 

return 

to return 

or, 

can as: 

expected excess return of assets relative to mean 
excess return the theoretical market portfolio. If in (l) Index M 
depicts true market then the expectation of each side the 

can be taken to show that the index model specification 
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1"l,..,>rilC'tc that u, 

a is 
return as obtained by 

is not zero 
byCAPM 

firms using Eg. (1) as a rporp"'''1 

centre around zero. The 

ofhistorical 

::::: 

on L 

on is 

index. 


of index. 


of 


.....£ • .0_,..".,'" 0 !interest 

1

)365Rf::::: +-- -1 
100 


:::::Daily risk-free rate. 


=weekly p.a. rates 
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5. DATA 


(Cit' ej ,) are 
1OClepen<lenlt, 10 time series 

is run i and Pi is the 
Beta on portfolio i. This """u...".. variance from 

incorporates of any cross-sectional interdependencies 
as more than one security is in a portfolio. The error ofthe 
intercept is used to test the ;1,++"".", ... ,,<, ofat from zero. 

is to create 
Betas across portfolios 

way is to rank 
Beta, but 

They said, 
more likely 

a pOSItive measurement error in would 
rrf'\,rHH'J> a positive bias into beta for high beta portfolios and would 
trn,rinc'p a negative bias into an estimate of the intercept. To remove this, 

an instrumental variable, which is highly correlated with the true 
can be observed " The instrumental is the 

security in time period. The exact o[()ceduJre 
and Scholes (l was "to 

monthly data to estimate Betas rank stocks accordingly 

this paper, Beta of for sixth year is calculated using 
years data, and seventh year beta is calculated using ""'~'V1J.U-'HAI'll 

year so on till tenth year. Then each year ~p"lIrllT1 
(highest to lowest) on the basis obtained. After first ten 
securities are classified into one (High risk porttolio), last ten 

are classified into three (Low portfolio), all rest 
securities belongs to portfolio two. process is year and 
all belonging to high risk named as portfolio one and all 

"LV"!,;UA!,; to low risk portfolio named as portfolio and 
'vW'UllHUI5 securities belongs to portfolio two. 

returns portfolio one in year was considered as a series of 
returns a portfolio one, similarly for portfolio two and three. 
Then each portfolio is regressed the market and an intercept, a 
and a cOtTelation coefficient for the -"'t'--"'~ 
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5.1 EMPIRICALANALYSIS 

the 

Table 1: BETA 

returns: 

6. 
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